**trade marks data bases**

http://bazy.uprp.pl/patentwebaccess/
Registrations and pending trade marks before the Polish Patent Office, and also International Registrations under Madrid Agreement, where Poland is the designated country

Community trade marks data base


https://register.dpma.de/DPMAREgister/uebersicht - data base of registered German trade marks


https://www.tmdn.org/tmview/welcome
Tmview is an online consultation tool allowing any Internet user to search, free of charge, the trademarks of all participating official trademark Offices

**industrial designs data bases**

http://bazy.uprp.pl/patentwebaccess/
Registrations and pending industrial designs before the Polish Patent Office

Community industrial designs

http://www.wipo.int/ipdl/en/search/hague/search-struct.jsp - Hague Express, industrial designs relating to international registrations recorded in the International Register of Industrial Designs

**geographical indications data bases**

http://bazy.uprp.pl/patentwebaccess/
Registrations and pending geographical indications before The Polish Patent Office

http://www.wipo.int/ipdl/en/search/lisbon/search-struct.jsp - Lisbon Express, contains information on all the appellations of origin entered, in accordance with the Lisbon Agreement for the Protection of Appellations of Origin and their International Registration, in the international register kept by the WIPO International Bureau
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services

The reading room provides the public with access to national, European and international IP documentation.

PATLIB staff advises the public how to search and how to retrieve relevant documents. Visitors may search IP databases free-of-charge using the workstations provided.

The PATLIB centre provides a copies of IP documents (paper and electronic documents).

The PATLIB centre provides information on IP procedures, different kinds of IPs, the requirements for filing an IP application, fees, search possibilities, etc. Legal advice is not included in this service.

The PATLIB centre organizes training sessions (seminars, workshops) concerning IP rights, databases, search techniques and other IP related issues.

patent data bases – local access

ORB!T (Questel)

Online searching for patent experts. Search one single database covering more than 80 offices, grouped in invention-based families (daily update). Search by subject, number, company or inventor name. Key content: object of invention, advantages and prior art drawbacks, independent claims, citations, legal status. Ideal tool for engineers, R&D and Legal departments.

EPO GLOBAL PATENT INDEX (GPI)

Combines the EPO worldwide data collection available in esp@cenet with the search capabilities offered by the MIMOSA retrieval software. In addition to the patent bibliographic data from more than 80 patent offices, GPI also provides additional information such as legal status data. Links to complete documents in esp@cenet as well as to the IPC are also available. GPI allows users to carry out worldwide state-of-the-art searches and patent watches.

ESPACE-ACCESS (A)

Database contains all bibliographic information on European patent applications and PCT pamphlets, including searchable abstracts in English and also in French (only for PCT). Contains cross references giving the address where the complete document can be retrieved on corresponding ESPACE EP-A; hyperlinks to esp@cenet.

ESPACE-ACCESS (B)

Contains bibliographic information on granted European patents.

ESPACE-WORLD

Contains bibliographic data, and images of PCT patent applications; coverage 1993-2009; database discontinued.

ESPACE ACCESS-PRECES

Bibliographic information on patents from Eastern and Central European States, index to Espaces-Preces full-text data base; titles in original language, and also translated into English; database discontinued.

ESPACE-PRECES

Full-text patents from Poland, Bulgaria, Hungary, Czech Republic, Slovakia, Romania and Lithuania; coverage 1993-2009; database discontinued.

ESPACE-BULLETIN

Bibliographic and legal status data of European patent applications and granted European patents.

ESPACE-LEGAL

Databases contains: directory of professional representatives, collection of legal texts, guides and reports related to the European Patent Convention, decisions of the EPO Board of Appeal, EOE Compendium, including all the examination papers of the European Qualifying Examination.

patent data bases on Internet

http://bazy.uprp.pl/patentwebaccess/
Combined, user friendly access to bibliographic information on Polish patents, utility models, trade marks, designs, topographies of integrated circuits.

http://worldwide.espacenet.com
Patents from the EPO, USA, France, Germany, United Kingdom and Poland (from no 153900), Japanese and Chinese patent abstracts, PCT Applications, patents from over 50 countries.

http://www.uspto.gov/patents/search/index.jsp
USPTO - US Patent and Trademark Office offers access to bibliographic and full-text data bases – patents, trade marks; full-text patents – 1790 onwards

http://depatisnet.dpma.de/
German Patent and Trademark Office's services offering German patent documents, extensive selection of American, Japanese, French, British, Swiss and Austrian national patents, and also European and International Applications.

http://ipdl.wipo.int
The portal gives a user access to various WIPO data bases, including full-text PCT Applications and International trade marks registered under Madrid Agreement, and also Hague Agreement (International Designs).

http://www.wipo.int/patentscope/en/
Enables to do full-text search in over 1.6 million published international patent applications from the first publication in 1978.

http://www.google.com/patents
Google Patents Search covers the entire collection of issued patents and millions of patent application made available by the USPTO - from patents issued in the 1790s.

http://freepatentsonline.com

holdings

- patents
  - Polish patents from 1924 onwards
  - Polish Patent Office’s Official Journal: Biuletyn Urzędu Patentowego (BUP)
  - Wiadomości Urzędu Patentowego (WUP)
  - International Patent Classification (IPC)
  - Nice Classification (trade marks)
  - Vienna Classification (trade marks)
  - Locarno Classification (designs)
- manuals, encyclopaedias, vocabularies and literature related to inventive ness

patent offices and related organizations

http://www.uprp.pl
Patent Office of the Republic of Poland

http://www.wipo.int
WIPO - World Intellectual Property Organization

http://www.epo.org/
EPO - European Patent Office

https://oami.europa.eu/ohimportal/pl/
Office for Harmonization in the Internal Market (OHIM)

http://www.uspto.gov
USPTO - US Patent and Trademark Office

http://www.rzecznikpatentowy.org.pl/

http://www.parp.gov.pl/index/main/
Polish Agency for Enterprise

http://www.pi.gov.pl/chapter_86000.asp
Innovation Portal